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“No modern military can live
without cyber capabilities, just as no
nation could imagine, after 1918, living
without airpower.”
In The Perfect Weapon, David Sanger
argues that the nature of global power
itself is undergoing dramatic changes,
brought about by the proliferation of
highly advanced cyber capabilities. Today,
internet access is nearly ubiquitous, the
cost of entry is low, and, particularly in
the domain of cyberwarfare, there is one
fundamental fact: offensive capabilities
have critically outpaced cyber defenses. A
weak and impoverished nation like North
Korea can hold large swaths of public
and private infrastructure in America at
risk, steal military OpPlans, and pilfer
millions of dollars from foreign banks. A
Kremlin reeling from sanctions, low oil
prices, and historically low public trust is
able to threaten the very foundations of
American democracy through targeted
social media campaigns and hacking and
leaking the emails of a major political
party. But while the offensive advantage
has given weaker powers greater capacity
to pursue their geopolitical objectives,
U.S. leadership has found that their response options have not similarly benefitted. America’s offensive cyber prowess so
exceeds its own defensive capabilities that officials often
hesitate to strike back for fear of establishing norms of
retaliation against vulnerable infrastructure or inciting
unintended escalation. Sanger argues that without an
open public debate among government policy makers,
military planners, and academics to coordinate a grand
strategy, the United States will be forced to accept a
world of constant cyberattacks, limited response options, and the greater risk of capitulating to foreign
coercion.

Throughout Sanger’s numerous interviews in The Perfect
Weapon, there is an unmistakable tension present in
the cyber security views of public officials, intelligence
agencies, and private companies. How should they
respond to cyberattacks and known defense vulnerabilities? In response to Russian interference in the 2016
U.S. presidential election, some officials advocated
retaliation by punishing Russian President Vladimir
Putin personally, freezing oligarch money around the
world, or by conducting an in-kind hack and leak
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operation against the Russians. Yet, the most common
U.S. response to attacks has been either low-cost symbolic action, or to secure defenses and not respond at
all. One Obama-era official noted the reticence to even
publicly attribute known attackers because, “Once you
say who committed an attack, the next question is, so
what are you going to do about it?” Intelligence officials
have encouraged this government silence, arguing that
by attributing an attack, states reveal both their capacity to monitor their own networks as well as adversary
systems. Likewise, they argue that public acknowledgement of one’s own offensive cyber capabilities undermines previously secret advantages their forces may have
had. Private companies have pushed back against this
silence, arguing that the government bears the responsibility to publicly reveal potential attacks or network
vulnerabilities once it has found them. Reflecting a
lack of confidence in government responses, some tech
giants have taken to “active defense”—hacking back. So,
how should the United States respond to cyberattacks
and known defense vulnerabilities?

One critique of Sanger’s emphasis on deterrence by
denial is that it does not introduce costs sufficient to
change the calculations of malicious actors. Even with
an effort on the scale of the Manhattan Project to shore
up U.S. defenses combined with calling out adversaries,
it is implausible that the costs of an adversary’s failed attempts to penetrate critical networks or public shaming
will ever meet the threshold to successfully deter further
attacks. During an interview with the author of this
review, David Sanger acknowledged the limitations and
tradeoffs of a primarily deterrence-by-denial approach.
However, he also argued that policy options are constrained by the reflexive secrecy of the national security
establishment regarding offensive cyber capabilities,
which has effectively undermined any cost the United
States may hope to instill in the minds of its adversaries.
In order to create any kind of cyber deterrent or engage
in any negotiation of limits in cyberspace, the United
States is going to have to be willing to acknowledge
some of its own capabilities. By pushing back on some
of the system’s reflexive secrecy, Sanger argues, the United States can acknowledge some of what it can do in
order to threaten adversaries, and importantly, what it
will not do in order to begin establishing global norms
in cyber conduct. Through hardened defense, norms
of non-aggression, and progress towards eventual cyber
arms control, Sanger hopes that one day a strategic
stability will be reached where the world will be able to
reap the full benefits of a technological society without
being held captive by burgeoning cyber vulnerabilities.

The primary argument of The Perfect Weapon is that
despite years of spending billions of dollars on new
offensive and defensive cyber capabilities, the United
States has failed to create a successful deterrent against
cyberattacks. By first acknowledging the folly of going
on the offense without a good defense, Sanger advocates
for establishing a policy of deterrence by denial. He goes
on to provide a set of policy recommendations based
on securing U.S. defenses and establishing international
norms against cyberattacks. He believes that these two
pillars of cyber policy, namely a strong defense and international norms of non-aggression, will most effectively support U.S. national security in the coming decades.
This will require a Manhattan Project-like commitment
to secure the most critical infrastructure and a set playbook for responding to attacks. This playbook requires
that the U.S. enhance its capabilities to attribute attacks
and make calling out adversaries the standard response
to any and all cyber aggression.

Truly compelling for security scholars and casual readers
alike, The Perfect Weapon provides a fast-paced, detailed
history of cyberattacks. David Sanger adroitly illustrates
the central dilemmas of cyber policy and the tensions
among its key U.S. actors, all while maintaining a sense
of immediate concern for the immense dangers posed
by cyber warfare. This book has a breadth and depth
that will engage casual readers and urge professors to
update their course syllabi with several new chapters.
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